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Abstract

In the Netherlands an accuraÈe SLAR system
with digital data recording is used for
measurement,s within the framework of the national
micrøv¡ave Remote Sensing research program.
HovJever, the images are disturbed by unwanted
platform motions due to e.g. turbulence at the 1ow
operating height (3øø - 3øøø m) of the SLAR
system.

An algorithrn is develcped for the geometri.c
and radioretric correction of the radar data by
means of aircraft attitude and posiÈion
measurements. These measurements can be obtained
from an fnertial Navigation System (INS) onboard
the p1ane. Some additional information like the
aircraft height and the measurenent distance is
obtained from the radar signal. The correction
model is implemented in a conputer program.

The results clearly show an improvement of
the irnage qualiÈy. Some specific problems thaÈ
were encountered will be discussed and some
results will be shovn.
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Introduction

Airborne imag ing techn igues using microv,raves
hare been available in The Netherlands since 1974,
when an X-band anal.og Sideways Looking Airborne
Radar (SLAR) system was obtained for research
trlrposes. Several basic research programmes in
Remote Sensing were conducted in this period to
gain more understanding of the radar backscatter
properÈies of natural targets in applications over
land and sea. In 1979 reguirements for a more
accurate imaging tool 1ed to the modification of a
DECCA ships radar into an accurate SLAR system
with digital recording, resulting in improved
radiometric and geonetric accuracy.

Some of the applications of radar reflìote
sensing that are be ing investigated in The
Netherlands require multiÈemporal images.
Furthermore the denands on radiometric accuracy
are high, in the ranç of 1 dB or better. Even
with the improved digital SLAR this is difficult
to achieve in airborne programmes due to
variations in aircraft velocity and attitude.

A working group naned PARES (Preprocessing of
Airborne REmote Sensing data) was formed by the
Netherlands Remote Sensing Board (BCRS) to solve
these problems. The folloving institutes
participate in this working group:

National Aerospace Laboratory NLR, Amsterdam
Physics LaboraÈory Il.lO, The tlagrue
Survey Department Ri jkswaberstaat, Delft
Delft Universiby of Technology

The work ing group will attack inaging
problems for var ious exi sting systems. It
commenced its work with SLAR daÈa. \namic
georetr ical and radiometr ical corrections are
applied to the SLAR irnagery on basis of aircraft
position and attitude measurements. An algorithm

was designed for this purpose. Digitat radar data
is fed inÈo a coÍputer together wiÈh
sinn:1Èaneously collected aircraft flighb
paraneters (fig. I) . After the correction process
an image file is Eorr¡ed. This image file is the
final product of the PARES system, but at the same
Èine it is the starting poinÈ for the various
interpretation processes used in renìote sensing.

The PARES . systen will be described in this
paper. First an overview is given of the available
data sources and Èhe way in which some irçortant
parämeters are determined. Then the geofIetric and
radiometric aspeets of the correction algorithm
are discussed. A resampling procedure is necessary
in this phase. After a short discussion on the
implerentation of PARES some results wiLl be
shown. Finally conclusions are given.
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Figure 1: Flov¡ diagram of the PARES system.



Data acquisition

The radar system

The radar system is bu ilt up around a
transceiver unit of a DECCA ships radar, which was
modified to upgrade the radionetric accurary and
bhe dynamic range. The ant,enna is a 2.5 m slotted
wareçide antenna with horizonbal polarisation.
After video detection the signal is passed through
a low pass presampling filter, follcned by A-D
conversion. Per scanline 2Ø48 samples of I bit
words are taken. The digital datâstream of roughly
2 Mbits per second is stored on a high bitrate
recorder, with high densÍty writing. Sore
irportant paraÍìeters of the radar sysÈem are given
in table L.

fra¡uency z 9.4 GHz (X-band)
transmitted Pourer : 25 kW

pulselength : 5Ø/25Ø ns
polarisation : HH

antenna beamiridt.h : .9 deg.
PRE :TØØHZ
recording ¿ 2Ø48*8-bít sanPles
sarrple freguencY z 2Ø Wz (7.5 m)

Table 1: specification of SLAR system paraneters.

The fliqht parameters

The NLR laboratory aircraf! (Svrearingen Metro
II) is equipped with several nodern navigation
aids. An Tnertial NavÍgaÈion System LTN 58
provides the follcn¡i¡g important parameters:

angle of pitch
angle of ro11
true heading
velocity (N-S and E-W)
latitude and longitude

This system can be updated with multiple DME

measurements. An analysis of the indicated
paraneters shov¡ed that the accuracy is
satisfactory for mapping pu4)oses. Although the
absolute position accuracy obtained is in the
order of lØØ - 2øø m, the corrections for the
unpanÈed aircraft motions are accurate to within
the resolution of the SLAR system. So the images
obtained after correction are geonetrically spoken
accu r ate.

Another important parameter is the height of
the aircraft above the ground. Since the aircraft
is noÈ equipped with a suitable height measurirg
device, Èhe SLAR system is used as a radar height
meter. The time delay between the transmission of
a radar pulse and the reception of the first edto
from the ground is used to calculate the height.
The obtained values are tested against the mean
height to Ídentify outliers due to obstacles and
so on. The remaining values are pa.ssed lhrough a

filtering process to obtain an a\Erage height
above the ground. The resulting \ralues are
suitable for the correction of imagery over sea
and over flat terrain.

Data recording

An important aspect is the synchronization of
the datastreams. Although the radar data and the
flight data are recorded on the same tape
sinultaneously, this does not autorraÈica1ly irrply
an accurate synchronization between these signals
because they are played back and processed in

separate runs of the tape recorder. To facilitate
synchronizaÈion in all sÈeps of the correction
process, an IRIG-B time code is added Co the data
acquisition. This time code is used for
synchron iza tion.

The two datastreams are recc:ded on separaÈe
channels of a tlBR (High Bit rate) recording
system. The data sarnpling occurs at different
frequencies. Since the flight paraneters vary
s1ov1y corpared with the PRF of the radar system
(which was optimized for bhis application), they
are sampled at a loerer frequency. The datastream
from the radar has a high bitrate. Thus the
recorder has to run at a high speed. The recording
capacity is limited to 15 or 3Ø minuÈes (depending
on the system mode) per tape.

The IIBR tape is played back on the ground at
NLR|s Flight Data Conversion Station at a lq'rer
speed. The raw.data are tine tagged, calibraÈed Èo
engineering uniÈs and stored as coÍputer fíles.
These files are now ready to serve as input data
to the PARES correction algorithrn.

GeomeÈry

An uncorrected SLAR image sho¡s geonetric
distortions due to several causes. The elimination
of the slant range distortion has been reported
before by Hoogeboom 6'e for the Dutctr Digital
SLAR system. The correction of distortions due to
velocity and atÈitude fluctuations of the aircraft
will be treated here.

Each sample of Èhe radar sígnal corresponds
with a spot on the ground, called resolution cell.
The ultimate aim is to erçress the locaÈions of
all resolution ce1ls in one earth fixed 2-D
coordinate system. This is achieved by three
linear transformations. The motion correction is
time dependent, the other two are supposed to be
co ns tan t.

Squint

The main direction of the antenna lobe
deviates from the aperture plane. This phenonenon
is known as squint. One can derive from bhe
measurements by Attema et a1. r0 that a correctÍon
for squint may be accomplished by two rotations:

D = 't' " (l).f^r.

where P indicates the location of the resolution
cells, T, is the joint rotation nìatrix and P, is
the location expressed in the Radar coordinate
System (RS).

Antenna postion

Before each flight the antenna pod with the
radar antenna is mounted beneath the aircraft
fuselage. The orientation of the pod and the
origin of the RS with respecÈ to the Gyro
coordinate Systen (GS) of the Inertial Navigation
Systen (INS) must be deternined. The correction
turns out to be:

Pg = Sgr+ TgrPr

where Tn, is the joinÈ rotation matriX, Sqr is Èhe
shift b"etween the origins of RS and cS, ãnd Po is
the location of the resolution ce11 expresseä in
the GS.

Motion correction

An earth Fi:<ed coordinate System (FS) wiÈh
origin on the ground is defined at the time the

(2t



SLAR system produces its first scanline (beginnj¡g
of image). The position of the origin of bhe GS is
reconsÈructed by numerical integration of the N-S
and E-!i velocities delivered by the INS. The
treight above ground is available from the radar
system, as previously explained. The rotation
matrix j.s determined by bhe ro11, pitch and
heading of the aircraft. These parameters are
directly available from the r¡ls. Hence:

Pc = S¡. + TF" P" (3)
" -6 _Þ

where the notation is similar to (2).

^2 ¿¡¡ t2
D - D u \u/ A d'R 'T (4n)3 Ru "
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Figrure 2: SLAR recording situation.

Two aspects have not yet been taken into
account. First, the georetry is not influenced by
the roll coÍponent. Secondly, the correction from
slant range R to ground range must be perforrned in
the triangle AHP (fig. 2) having an angle pr with
the vertical. The total correction form:1ã now
become s:

pt = Srg + Tr, Sr, + Tf P (4)

where T, repreFSIIq\ the resulÈing rotation matrix
and P'='(Ø, -Át-n'.- ,[ ), where the prime denotes
tr ansp ose.

An accuracy analysis shoved thaÈ Èhe one
sigma values of the position ing errors of
resolution cells projected in the FS are less than
half the size of the resolution cel1s.

fn a final sÈep the database of backscatter
coefficients and their coordinates nust be
processed in order to assign backscatter
coefficients to the nodes (pixels) of a regular
rectangular grid (resampting). The assignrent is
done by weighted averaging of the backscatter
coefficients of the resolution cells. The
weighting coefficients are determined by the
aIIþunt of area overlap bebrreen the resolution
cells and the resulti¡g pixels.

= depression angle
= distance to object (s1ant range)
= radar cross section
= radar wave length

P, and À are assuned to be constant in the Dutcil
digital SLAR system. Since this system cannot be
absolutely calibrated yet, it is not necessary Èo
introduce these parare ters in the correction
a19 or ithm.

The distance R is known immediately, since
the digital data acquisitÍon starts sliqhtly
before the lransmission of every pulse and Èhe
sarçling of the signal takes place at a constant,
well-known sanple rate.

The other factors in the radar equation are
not' so easy to deÈermine and will be discussed in
the f o11c¡rsing seclions.

The measurement of P" lreceived oower)

The SLAR system uses a t,ransceiver unit which
was ori.ginally designed for a ships radar. After
sone modifications the output voltage of this unit
now varies lrnearly with the logarithm of the
received porer over a wide range of at least 6Ø
dB. Therefore the transfer function of the sysÈem
can be approximated by a straight line, except for
very 1ow input porer levels, where the presence of
noise disturbs the transfer function. This problem
can be overcome þr subÈracting ehe average noise
lerel from Èhe received po,rer ín a resolution
cel1. (a resolution ce11 contains the average
value of a number of samples). This method is
favorable because it is not sensitive Èo drift,
changes in Èhe noise 1eve1, eÈc. The measurement
and subtraction of the noise level is inport,ant
because:
-it extends the dynamic range for accurate

measurements of the received povJer,
-it enables the renpval of resolution cells with a
por¡er leve1 below a specified mi¡imum va1ue,
which ensures that pixels containing only noise
are not processed.

The antenna gain

The antenna gain function is often one of the
most uncertain factors in the radionretric
correcÈion. There are seræraI reasons for this:
-The gain function of the antenna mo¡¡nted under an
aircraft may differ from the gain function of the
antenna in free space, because of the presence of
obstacles in the near field of the antenna.

-The function of int,erest is not the antenna
diagram in elevation for a fixed azinuth angle,
but the function in eLer¡ation after integration
of the azimuth diagrarns (significant differences
may occur for the type of antenna under
consider ation) .

-An in-flight cali bration of the system or
measurement of the antenna, using, for example,
corner reflectors is dífficult to perform and may

Determination of the backscatter coefficient

The applicatj.on of the correction factors as
described in the previous chapters enable us to
calculate the radar cross section o . Since this
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Radionerry *'li:"":H"i:";:i: 
?;;:[î:i'has been derermined

in Èwo different ways. Eirst, by measurements of
The radar eguation the antenna itself and secondly, by rpasurements

fron the SLAR system over distributed targets
The most important factors for the correction (sugarbeet fields). Figure 3 shor¡rs the results.

of píxel inhensities in radar images are shown in These measurements are described in more detail in
the radar equation: ref. 9,IØ.

with: Po
PT

= receiiæd power
= transmitted power
= antenna gain



SLAR antenna gain ( squared ) vs. incidence angle

- 
= fr0m measurements ol antenna diagram

with azimuth anqle = 0o

-= 
f rom measurements of antenna diagram
¡nlegrated over azimuth angles ( calculated )

----= obtained from SLAR-fl¡ghts, us¡ng
suqarbeets as calibration fields
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t'igure 3: Results of antenna gain function
meas uremen ts.

is not the quantity of interest, it is converted
to the backscatter coefficienÈY by dividing o by
A, the cross section area of the illuminating
beam. The imagery wÍl1 now look beEter, since the
angular dependence of Y is snaller for nany
natural targets.

Substitution in Èhe radar equation gives:

P_ .. .? ?'R (4n) ' R'cos0'Y = D- 
"10., 

lt ß t ,t"e
wiÈh: ß = antenna beanvidth (in horizontal plane)

¡ = pulse length (c ¡ /2)

Since the SLAR system is presently operated
in a relative calibration rnode' this expression
may be reduced to:

P- R3 cos0

G'(0) sinO

This final expression can be used as a
correction algorithm in combÍnation with the
previously described geonetric correction.

The PARES svstem for processinq SLAR inages

lntroduction

The freedom for realization and
inplementaÈion of the PARES sofh"tare for SLAR
imagery is limited by constraints, due ho the
special properties, Eornrat and registered content
of the HBR tape. Conversion of t.he HBR tape to
Computer Compatible Tape (CCT) must be executed on
the special purpose coÍrputers of the NaÈiona1
Aerospace Laborat,ory NLR, where image data and
f).ight data are dunped in seperate runs, to be
merged in a later stage of the process. In this
stage synchronization by nreans of the registered
time is essential. The output CCI nust be in a
suitable format for later treatment on image
processing systens.

The design of t.he system is such that final
image pixels correspond with dimensions of 15 x 15
m (to be improved to 7.5 x 7.5 m shortly). The
characteristic features of SLAR reguire that about
3ø data values will determine the final pixel
value (speckle reduction)rr . This results in a
data reduction factor of app. 3ø du ring the
conversion run. The preprocessing session is spliÈ

into tr¿o parts in order to reduce the reguired
conputing time:
-Scanlines are reconstructed from the data and
averaged up to the resolution of the acquired
flight data in a first process. ln this stage
sub-processes are initiaLed that require the
original unaveraged SLAR signals.

-The second session performs the synchronization
with t,he flight. data' the conversion from
recorded, averaged data values Lo backscatÈer
coefficients (radionetric correction), Èhe
determination of grid-nodes (pixel centres) and
resampling of pixels into an earth fixed
coordinate sYsten.

The output product of the second session
should be a resampled inage, corrected Eor systen
errors. No further image enhancenent functions are
inco rpora Èe d.

Two main parts of the PARES progran will be
discussed here: the screening and averaging of
lines and the so-called outlier-prob1em.

Screening and averaging of lines

Due to high speed data recording, radar
scanlines are recorded in two sub-frames' one
containing the e\æn data values, Èhe other
containing the odd data values. The first task is
to restore lines, using the synchronization
characters, time data words and the frare counÈer.
Each line is uniquely idenÈified by a time value
and should be tested .for excessive parity errors.
Data frames wiÈh too many par ity errors are
re j ecte d.

Two characteristic values must be determined
for each line: the height above grornd (previously
described) and the noÍse leve1.

The noise level is extracted by using the
first 15 data values per line, when the digitizer
is sanpling and the crossover signal of the
transmitted pulse is not yeÈ received, as the
sampling starts app. 75ø ns prior to Ehe
transmission of the radar pulse

The daÈa values recorded by the radar are
measured in its. fn order to properly arzerage data
values, they should be transformed to a linear
scale before taking togetler any number of them.
Thereafter they are averaged up to the tenç:oraL
resolution of the flight data set. The linearized,
averaged data are then written to an intermediate
file where noise vaì.ue, height and time
idenÈification word are added to the record. The
re\Êrse process, from linearized to Iogarithnic
values of backscatter coefficients' is not
executed but after the resampling procedure.

One of the irçortant steps of the second
session is the resampling process where radar data
are merged wrÈh flight data. The final user may
choose special parameter specifications in this
stage, if the default image product is not to be
used. The daÈa are resampled after the orientation
of each averaged line in the earth fixed
coordinate system of the output image i s
calculated. This or ientation is based on
integraÈion of the velocity and by calculating the
resulting rotation matrix based on the angles of
ro11, pitcfr and yaw (true heading). A
transfornatÍon is derived from the original slant
ranæ projection to the earth fixed coordinate
syste m.

OutI iers

A SLAR image should be built up exclusively
from sigrnals backscattered by the terrain and
received by the radar. A radar line may be
contaminated, hov¡ever, by disturbing signals (e.9.
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Fign¡re 4: A raw image, no checks or corrections applied.
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Figure 5: Radionretric corrections have been applied, but no geonetric corrections
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from other radars operating in the same freguency
band). These sigrnals will strongly influence the
final inage. They may be recognized as stripes
perpendicular to the flight path. The averaging
procedure does not necessari 1y renìove these
contaminations' because of their high values after
the expansion to the linear scale. As a
consequence data sets containing outliers should
be cleared.

Two characteristics can be used to deÈect
outliers. First, outliers should apPear in sirgle
radar scanlines and not in adjacent 1ines. This
implies that a suspected outLier should be tested
on a significant deviation of its data values vrith
regard to the corresponding data values in
neighbouring lines.

Secondly outliers nay be recognized on
general appearance in a set of data values. A
general appearance is experimentally deternined: a
steady rising sIope, a constãnt high level and a
mininurn width. The result of outlier tests turns
out to be rnore stable h¡hen tests are performed on
smoothed data sets.

Results

The success of operation of the PARES-systen
can be judged by the results of the conversion
process of a SLAR data set inÈo an image (fiS. 4

- 6) . The general conclusions of the first
experimental results may be that the pictures are
u¡rEraded in quality. The picture is more
homogeneous afÈer corrections, Èhe possibiliÇ for
selecting objects and for classification of areas
is getting betÈer, while the geometric corrections
sho¡ undoubtedly a better inage of the real world.

Figure 4 shovs an area of roughly 7.9 x 4.4
km near Lelystad in The Netherlands. This
uncorrected image is one of the worst cases vte

haræ recorded wiÈh our SLAR system sofar. The
influence of inÈerfer ing radar signals (ships
radar) is clearly visible.

fn figu re 5 the outlier test and Èhe
radionetric corrections haræ been applied' but no
georetric corrections with exception of the slant
range to ground range conversion.

Figure 6 sho¡¡s the fu11y corrected image of
this area. The inprovement is clearly visible. The
horizontal stripes that appear are due to the
Limited buffer size that is avai lable in the
conputer for t.he output image. As a result of
excessive aircraft motions the orientation of some
lines points outside this buffer size. A loss of
pixels, seen as black stripes results. This
problem can easily be solved when the algorithm is
operaÈed on a special pu4)ose computer' that has
sufficient menþry capacity (core).

Conclusions

The correction of SLAR inagery for geonretric
and radionetric effects due to system distortions
and aircraft position and atti Eude changes is
shown to be successful with bhe present version of
PARES. Sone elements like t.he antenna gaín
function and the ro11 angle form very critical
points. The final resul-ts strongly depend on
these elements and presently more work is underway
for further improvenent and optimization. The
Latter is also iq>ortant with regard to the
consr-unption of coÍFuter time. In the present
version lhe execution times are high' but it is
foreseen Chat the use of an exi sting image
processing facilty instead of a general purPose
corputer and a further optimization of the
algorithms will solve this disadvantage.
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